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ABSTRACT: Accurate simulation of complex lipid bilayers has
long been a goal in condensed phase molecular dynamics
(MD). Structure and function of membrane-bound proteins are
highly dependent on the lipid bilayer environment and are
challenging to study through experimental methods. Within
Amber, there has been limited focus on lipid simulations,
although some success has been seen with the use of the
General Amber Force Field (GAFF). However, to date there
are no dedicated Amber lipid force ﬁelds. In this paper we
describe a new charge derivation strategy for lipids consistent
with the Amber RESP approach and a new atom and residue
naming and type convention. In the ﬁrst instance, we have
combined this approach with GAFF parameters. The result is LIPID11, a ﬂexible, modular framework for the simulation of lipids
that is fully compatible with the existing Amber force ﬁelds. The charge derivation procedure, capping strategy, and nomenclature
for LIPID11, along with preliminary simulation results and a discussion of the planned long-term parameter development are
presented here. Our ﬁndings suggest that LIPID11 is a modular framework feasible for phospholipids and a ﬂexible starting point
for the development of a comprehensive, Amber-compatible lipid force ﬁeld.

■

INTRODUCTION
Biological processes in the human body are dependent on
highly speciﬁc molecular interactions. The vast majority of the
interactions take place in compartments within the cell, and an
understanding of the behavior of the membranes that
compartmentalize and enclose the cell is therefore critical for
rationalizing these processes. Biological membranes are
complex structures formed mostly by lipids and proteins. For
this reason lipid bilayers have received a lot of attention both
computationally and experimentally for many years.1−5 The
vital role of cell membranes is underlined by the estimation that
over half of all proteins interact with membranes, either
transiently or permanently.6 Further, G protein-coupled
receptors embedded in the membrane account for 50−60%
of present day drug targets, and membrane proteins as a whole
make up around 70%.7 Even so, only about 350 unique resolved
structures are currently represented in membrane protein
databases8,9 compared to approximately 76 000 searchable
entries for experimentally derived protein structures in the
Protein Data Bank.10 This reﬂects the diﬃculties in studying
membrane-associated proteins experimentally, making them
prime targets for computer simulation.
While there has been considerable eﬀort over many decades
to develop and reﬁne protein and nucleic acid force ﬁelds for
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the focus on lipid force
ﬁelds has been less intense. Traditional protein and nucleic acid
force ﬁelds11−13 are modular in nature, typically using amino
acids and nucleotides as their building blocks. Lipid force ﬁelds,
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though, have traditionally focused on templating speciﬁc lipids
rather than attempting a modular approach. Extensive work by
a number of groups has resulted in a diverse set of lipid force
ﬁelds. Of the major published force ﬁelds for lipid simulation
the most widely used all-atom variants are the Charmm force
ﬁelds,14−17 the latest of which can reproduce a range of lipid
bilayer experimental properties to good agreement using the
tensionless isothermal−isobaric NPT ensemble.17 For unitedatom simulations of lipid bilayers Gromos or OPLS-based force
ﬁelds18−21 are commonly applied and have also been used
successfully.
Given the wide use of the Amber protein and nucleic acid
force ﬁelds and the ubiquity of lipids, it is somewhat surprising
that there have been only limited eﬀorts to develop Ambercompatible lipid force ﬁelds. In this paper, we describe a
modular framework for lipids termed LIPID11, which was
released with Amber 12.22,23 This is the ﬁrst time a dedicated
lipid parameter set has been included as part of the Amber
distribution, and it is designed to be fully compatible with the
existing Amber force ﬁelds. Previously, simulations of lipids in
Amber have focused on use of the General Amber Force Field
(GAFF)24 to simulate speciﬁc membrane lipids. This approach
has shown promise in simulations of a range of phospholipid
bilayers25−30 and recent work31 has reﬁned these parameters to
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developed a charge model, atom typing, and naming
convention designed to be pluggable and ﬂexible in nature in
which phospholipids can be built out of simple residue-like
building blocks corresponding to head groups and tails. This
framework is compatible with the other Amber force ﬁelds and
the initial version, LIPID11, was released as part of the
AmberTools 12.0 package. Commonly used Amber force ﬁelds
include the ﬀ94, ﬀ99SB, and ﬀ12SB amino acid and nucleic acid
force ﬁelds,11,49−51 Glycam carbohydrate force ﬁeld,52−54 and
GAFF general organic force ﬁeld.24 A listing of the current
force ﬁelds is available with the Amber software package.22,23
Per the success of others in applying the GAFF force ﬁeld for
lipid simulation,25−30 we have, in the ﬁrst instance, based
LIPID11 on GAFF parameters but with an independent
nomenclature for the diﬀerent residues, atoms, and atom types.
It uses a modular approach to charge ﬁtting, along with residue
capping analogous to the approach used for the amino acids in
the protein force ﬁelds.55,56 The underlying rationale is
multifaceted. The majority of lipids of biological interest are
phospholipids which have the same general structure,
consisting of a phosphate-containing polar headgroup and
two long-chain fatty acids esteriﬁed to a glycerol backbone.
Thus a phospholipid can be regarded as a structure made up of
a few basic building blocks, as is the case in proteins, nucleic
acids, and carbohydrates. Indeed, the aliphatic tails of
phospholipids have routinely been parametrized independently
of the head groups, where properties of liquid alkanes and
alkenes have comprised the target data.14,15,18,20 Similarly, small
model molecules are typically used for parametrizing fragments
of the headgroup.17,20 Several studies, employing diﬀerent force
ﬁelds, have shown that parameters for aliphatic tails are
transferable between various phosphatidylcholine lipids and
between the sn-1 and sn-2 tail positions.17,20,36 Transferability
between phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) lipids has also been demonstrated.17 Conversely,
the same headgroup parameters were used with success in the
simulation of diﬀerent PC lipids.17,20,36 Furthermore, Klauda et
al.17 reported that the hydrocarbon chains of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) were aﬀected minimally in
simulations after modiﬁcations to torsional parameters in the
headgroup. All these observations suggest that phospholipids
can be split into “modules” for separate parametrization and
that the resulting headgroup and tail residues can be combined
and reassembled as required before simulation. We have
exploited this along with our development of a charge
derivation scheme that is compatible with the modular nature
of phospholipids. The design of our approach is such that it can
be easily extended to include additional head groups and tails.
It is our ultimate intention to utilize this framework to
simplify the simulation of lipids in Amber and to form the basis
by which, in collaboration with other groups, the parameters for
lipid simulation in Amber can be reﬁned.

support simulation in the tensionless NPT ensemble. The goal
of the LIPID11 framework is to incorporate what has been
learnt from the use of GAFF for lipids and provide a ﬂexible
base from which more extensive parameter reﬁnement can be
attempted while simplifying the way in which pure lipids and
lipid−protein mixtures can be set up, simulated and analyzed
within the Amber software.
Lipid Bilayer Simulations. The past decade and a half has
seen continuous improvements in the ﬁeld of MD simulations
of lipid bilayers. A recurring issue in membrane simulations and
in the early stages of lipid force ﬁeld developments has been the
collapse of the bilayer models into gel-like states above phase
transition temperatures while running under constant pressure
conditions.20,21,25,26,32−36 In parallel with optimization of the
lipid parameters, a means of overcoming this challenge has
traditionally been to apply other ensembles than NPT when
validating the force ﬁelds and simulations against experiment.
The x−y cross-sectional area of the membrane was kept
constant (NPAT) in the validation and subsequent use of the
earlier all-atom Charmm force ﬁelds for lipids (C22, C27, and
C27r).14−16,37−39 Hénin and co-workers40 applied the same
NPAT ensemble for the C27-UA hybrid force ﬁeld, in which
united-atom acyl chains replaced their all-atom counterparts in
POPC. Glycam06, on the other hand, was extended to lipids
simulated at ﬁxed volume,41 an approach also used in other
recent membrane simulation projects.27,42,43 Both ensembles
ensure that the area occupied by each lipid complies with the
corresponding experimental value throughout the simulation.
The introduction of a surface tension term γ provided the
possibility to expand the bilayers to the experimentally
determined area per lipid while at the same time allowing for
their in-plane area to ﬂuctuate.44−46 Surface tension is given by
the expression
∞

γ=

∫−∞ dz[Pn − Pt(z)]

where z is in the direction normal to the plane deﬁned by the
lipid bilayer and Pn and Pt are the pressures in the directions
normal and tangential to the bilayer, respectively. The constant
surface tension adds an additional constraint to the normal and
tangential pressure components of regular molecular dynamics
pressure coupling schemes.46 Since its introduction, the
resulting ensemble, referred to as NPγT, has been widely
used to satisfactorily model ﬂuid phase phospholipid
membranes.25,26,28,34
Gromos-based united-atom force ﬁelds have produced ﬂuid
bilayers that agree well with experimentally derived structural
data even in simulations performed at constant pressure
without inclusion of a surface tension term.18,20,21,47 Due to
the implicit treatment of aliphatic hydrogens, these force ﬁelds
also oﬀer the advantage of reduced simulation time, but some
argue that full atomic detail is necessary to accurately represent
membrane-associated interactions.33,36 However, recent progress has been made in optimizing all-atom parameters for the
tension-free NPT ensemble. Both the new Charmm C36 force
ﬁeld17 and modiﬁcations to the older C2733 and C27r36 have
successfully reproduced the properties of phospholipid
membranes in the liquid crystalline state. In addition, a force
ﬁeld has recently been developed by Jämbeck and Lyubartsev
for fully saturated phospholipids in the tensionless ensemble.48
LIPID11 Framework. Given the range of possible
combinations of fatty acid tails and head groups encountered
in glycerophospholipids of biological interest, we have

■

METHODS
In developing LIPID11 our goal has been to produce a versatile
framework for phospholipid force ﬁeld development that is
fundamentally modular in nature. The tools for constructing
MD topology and coordinate ﬁles for Amber (xLEaP and
tLEaP23) are designed around building blocks consisting of
amino acid and nucleotide residues. This framework has
performed well for protein and DNA/RNA simulations and has
also been applied to carbohydrates.52 The code traverses a PDB
ﬁle and automatically links the tail atom of one residue to the
11125
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head of the next. TER cards control the termination of the
polypeptide chain. This strategy, coupled with the capped
RESP charge ﬁtting procedure55,56 of the original Amber force
ﬁeld parametrizations, has allowed the topology sets of these
force ﬁelds to be reduced to individual residues. The structure
of phospholipids and other types of membrane lipids clearly
lend themselves to a similar approach although it is necessary to
carefully consider conventions for atom typing, charge
derivation procedure and the linkage points of individual
heads and tails. We describe a compatible approach to the
modularization of lipids, along with justiﬁcation for each step in
the sections that follow.
1. Atom Types and Parameters. Our initial aims have
been to develop the underlying modular framework rather than
attempting to embark on a comprehensive reparameterization
of lipids. For this reason and given the fact that others have had
success using the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)24 for
lipid simulation,25−30 we chose to base the initial LIPID11
framework parameter set (excluding the charges) on GAFF.
While lipid simulations utilizing GAFF have typically required
an applied surface tension to give satisfactory agreements with
experiment, GAFF was considered to be a promising starting
point for the development of a dedicated phospholipid force
ﬁeld in Amber. Indeed, Gould et al. have recently shown31 that
a simple reparameterization of the Lennard-Jones terms
coupled with an automated reﬁnement of key dihedral
parameters in the lipid tails can negate the need for an applied
surface tension. While GAFF parameters were used for the
majority of groups (Table 1), it was determined that the

Table 2. LIPID11 Naming for Atom Types Originating from
Glycam Force Field
Glycam LIPID11

LIPID11

description

c3
c2
c
o
os
o
o

cA
cB
cC
oC
oS
oO
oP

os
oh
n4
p5
hc

oT
oH
nA
pA
hA

h1

hE

hx

hX

ha
hn
ho

hB
hN
hO

sp3 carbon
aliphatic sp2 carbon
carbonyl sp2 carbon
carbonyl sp2 oxygen in ester group (i.e., CO)
sp3 oxygen in ester group
sp2 oxygen in carboxyl group (i.e., COO−)
sp2 oxygen with one connected atom (phosphorus) in
phosphate group
sp3 oxygen in phosphate group
sp3 oxygen in hydroxyl group
sp3 nitrogen with four connected atoms
phosphorus with four connected atoms, such as in PO42‑
hydrogen bonded to aliphatic carbon without electronwithdrawing group
hydrogen bonded to aliphatic carbon with one electronwithdrawing group
hydrogen bonded to carbon next to positively charged
group
hydrogen bonded to aromatic carbon
hydrogen bonded to nitrogen
hydrogen in hydroxyl group

cR
cP

OH
HO
H1

oR
hR
hS

description
sp3 carbon − in inositol ring
sp3 carbon bonded to an oxygen bonded to a
phosphorus − in inositol ring
oxygen in hydroxyl group − in inositol ring
hydrogen in hydroxyl group − in inositol ring
hydrogen bonded to aliphatic carbon with one electronwithdrawing group − in inositol ring

While we have initially employed GAFF van der Waals and
bonding parameters, we have designed the atom typing
assignments of the framework such that future revisions can
individually optimize speciﬁc parameters without aﬀecting the
original GAFF force ﬁeld. The atom type nomenclature we
have developed along with the descriptions of each type are
presented in Tables 1 and 2. To diﬀerentiate LIPID11
framework atom types, and thus parameters, from the other
Amber force ﬁelds, the atom type names consist of a lower case
and an upper case character. GAFF, on the other hand, uses all
lower case while Glycam and the other Amber force ﬁelds use
all upper case. The ﬁrst, lower case letter corresponds to the
element the atom type represents, whereas the second character
was chosen arbitrarily.
For future ﬂexibility in parameter reﬁnement it was deemed
necessary to further diﬀerentiate between some of the LIPID11
atom types and those of GAFF. When default GAFF atom
types are used in a phospholipid, the same atom type (o) is
assigned to ester carbonyl oxygens, phosphodiester sp2 oxygens
and to any carboxyl oxygens present (Table 1). Similarly, the
sp3 oxygens of both the phosphate group and the ester linkages
are characterized by the oS atom type. In each of the two
examples given, the oxygens in the divergent chemical groups
might not be equivalent with regards to force ﬁeld parameters.
Thus, these oxygen types have been assigned unique atom
types to ultimately allow for diﬀerent dihedral parameters of the
phosphodiester group and the ester linkages connecting the
long acyl chains to the glycerol backbone. Such splitting of
atom types enables future independent modiﬁcation of the
valence (bond, angle and dihedral) as well as Lennard-Jones
parameters for the diﬀerent chemical environments.
2. Charges. A prerequisite for treating the head groups and
tails of the phospholipids as separate identities is that the nature
of the headgroup residue does not aﬀect the charge density of
the tail residues and vice versa. In order to evaluate the
potential for modularizing lipids into separate heads and tails
we initially computed charges for four diﬀerent phospholipids
following the established Amber RESP charge derivation
procedure.55,56 The purpose was to establish that modularity
was reasonable and at the same time determine reasonable
locations to split phospholipids into one headgroup residue and
two tail residues. In the following section, we elaborate upon
the modular charge derivation scheme and capping strategy.
This approach formed the basis for the consistent derivation of
charges deﬁned for the LIPID11 framework and presented in
full in the Supporting Information.
All charges were derived using RED version 3.57 The
geometry of each molecule was optimized and the molecular
electrostatic potential calculated using Gaussian 03.58 The
Amber RESP procedure55,56 was then applied in a two-stage
charge ﬁtting in which the hyberbolic restraints were 0.0005
and 0.001. Consistent with GAFF parametrization24 and the

Table 1. LIPID11 Naming for Atom Types Originating from
GAFF (General Amber Force Field)
GAFF

CG
CP

Glycam force ﬁeld52 was more appropriate for the inositol ring
of the phosphatidylinositol headgroup, considering that it is a
carbohydrate (Table 2). Electrostatic and van der Waals
interactions are scaled by 2.0 and 1.2, respectively, in GAFF and
the standard Amber protein force ﬁelds. In Glycam, 1−4
interactions are not scaled. Accordingly, 1−4 interactions for
inositol are scaled by 1.0 while the parameters adapted from
GAFF have standard 1−4 scaling for the lipid parameter set.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of results from preliminary charge calculations on phospholipids. The diﬀerent combinations of substituents in panel A give
rise to the four phospholipids used; DPPC, POPC, DPPS, and POPS. Note that the naming in the sn-2 (R2) hydrocarbon tails is speciﬁc to this
analysis and diﬀerent from the LIPID11 standard. Panels B, C, D, and E show charge diﬀerences (Δq) between pairs of phospholipids for the atoms
in the phosphatidyl-alcohol moiety, the glycerol group, the sn-2 chain, and the sn-1 chain, respectively. Charge diﬀerences above 0.05 are highlighted
in red text.

majority of the Amber protein and nucleic acid force ﬁelds, the
ab initio calculations were performed at the HF/6-31G* level

of theory. Six diﬀerent orientations were used for each
structure.
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Figure 2. Modular splitting of the phospholipids and subsequent capping strategy. Panel A: Simpliﬁed representation of a phospholipid with
accompanying LIPID11 nomenclature for the acyl chains and glycerol group. The wavy, red lines indicate the cutting points for the splitting of
phospholipids into LIPID11 headgroup and tail residues, based on the results from Figure 1. Panel B: Capping strategy applied for the charge
derivation of all headgroup and tail residues in LIPID11. Fusion of the two chosen types of capping groups gives methyl acetate, which was subjected
to a charge calculation where the net charge of each of the capping groups was constrained to zero. The resulting charges were used as constraints in
the capping groups of all the residues (except cholesterol).

A. Preliminary Charge Derivations. Four diﬀerent phospholipids were subjected to preliminary charge derivations. The
head groups of choice were zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine
(PC) and negatively charged phosphatidylserine (PS). The sn-2
substituent was varied between the saturated palmitoyl chain
and unsaturated oleoyl, whereas the sn-1 acyl chain was
palmitoyl in all four phospholipids (Figure 1). This gave rise to
dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), palmitoyl-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC), dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylserine
(DPPS), and palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylserine (POPS). The
basis behind this was that comparisons of the generated
charges, described in detail in the Results section below, would
disclose whether a module-based charge derivation approach
was reasonable.
B. Capping Strategy. Based on the results obtained from
calculations on the four phospholipids in the previous
paragraph and Figure 1, it was evident that the ester groups
linking the glycerol backbone to the fatty acid tails had to be
considered part of the headgroup residues in the charge
derivations. Methyl groups were added to cap the resulting
residues. The ester linkage had to be incorporated into the
capping group of the tail residues as well due to the inﬂuence of
the polar oxygens on adjacent charges in the acyl chains.
Capping of the tail residues resulted in fatty acid methyl esters
(Figure 2, panel B).
The next step was to compute charges for the two
prospective capping groups. This was done in a method
analogous to the way such capping (using acetyl and Nmethylamide groups) is done for proteins. Bonded together,
these groups constitute methyl acetate. Charge derivation of
methyl acetate was carried out with the net charge of each of
the capping groups constrained to zero. The resulting point

charges were applied as constraints in the subsequent charge
calculations for all headgroup and tail residues. In addition, the
tail residues were constrained to be neutral and the headgroup
residues to have the correct net charge. This was necessary in
order to obtain integer values for the overall charges of the
diﬀerent phospholipids. A simpliﬁed representation of the
capping strategy is given in Figure 2, panel B, and the complete
charges for all the residues comprising the initial LIPID11
framework are presented in the Supporting Information.
3. LIPID11 Nomenclature. Residue Naming. Residues
currently included in the LIPID11 framework are listed in
Table 3. All major phospholipid head groups found in
biological membranes are included. Two of them are
represented by two residues each and deserve special attention.
Although not particularly abundant in biological membranes,
phosphatidic acid is essential for cell viability. Contrary to most
other phospholipids, it has a second pKa value within the
physiological pH range,59 implying that two diﬀerent ionization
states of the headgroup can exist simultaneously at physiological pH. As a consequence, both the HPO4− and the PO42−
forms have been incorporated into the LIPID11 framework.
Phosphatidylglycerol (PG) is a chiral headgroup, but only the S
enantiomer occurs in nature.60 Nevertheless, both enantiomers
are included in the LIPID11 framework because racemic
mixtures are commonly used for studies on synthetic PG and
because both conﬁgurations might occur in cardiolipin.60
The fatty acids in Table 3 were chosen based on abundance
in mammalian cells. Cholesterol is also represented because it is
an integral component of cell membranes, as reﬂected by a
molar cholesterol/phospholipid ratio of 1 in the plasma
membrane of mammals.61 It is worth pointing out that the
list of residues should not be viewed as conclusive. By virtue of
11128
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Table 3. LIPID11 Residue Namesa
acyl chain

head group

other

description

LIPID11 residue name

palmitoyl (16:0)
stearoyl (18:0)
oleoyl (18:1 n-9)
linoleoyl (18:2 n-6)
linolenoyl (18:3 n-3)
arachidonoyl (20:4 n-6)
docosahexaenoyl (22:6 n-3)
phosphatidylcholine
phosphatidylethanolamine
phosphatidylserine
phosphatidic acid (HPO4−)
pPhosphatidic acid (PO42−)
R-phosphatidylglycerol
S-phosphatidylglycerol
phosphatidylinositol
cholesterol

PA
ST
OL
LEO
LEN
AR
DHA
PC
PE
PS
PHP2PGR
PGS
PI
CHL

proteins. We therefore deﬁne our own atom naming
convention that is compatible with our modular approach
and explain the atom naming and underlying reasoning here.
Scripts are provided with Amber 12 to automate the conversion
of other commonly used naming conventions, such as the one
used by the Charmm Membrane Builder.63 The ﬁrst letter in
LIPID11 atom names is the chemical symbol of the atom. The
numbering of the atoms is explained below.
A. Phospholipids. For the phospholipids, the basis of the
nomenclature is the stereospeciﬁcity of the glycerol group. The
carbon atoms of the glycerol group are named in accordance
with the IUPAC stereospeciﬁc numbering convention for
glycerol derivatives,64 C1 being the sn-1 carbon, C2 the sn-2
carbon, and C3 the sn-3 carbon. The headgroup is a substituent
on the sn-3 carbon, as is the case in eukaryotes65 and the heavy
atoms in it are numbered accordingly (Figure 3). The ﬁrst digit
in the atom name indicates whether a given heavy atom belongs
to a tail (sn-1 or sn-2) or the headgroup (sn-3). The
nomenclature used by the Charmm Membrane Builder
distinguishes the sn-1 and sn-2 tails by naming them separately.
Here though to minimize the size of the topology ﬁles and to
support the modular framework which implies interchange of
the sn-1 and sn-2 tails, we used the same atom names for both
the sn-1 and sn-2 residues of a phospholipid. Thus the atoms of
every tail residue are named as if they belong to the sn-1 acyl

a

Summary of available acyl chain, head group, and other residues and
their residue names in LIPID11.

the module-based approach, the framework could easily be
extended to include residues not currently supported.
Atom Naming. Currently, there is no speciﬁc convention for
lipid naming within the Protein Data Bank62 as there is for

Figure 3. Schematic representations of residues from LIPID11, with residue name, atom names, atom type names (enclosed in parentheses), and
atomic point charges. The drawings complement Tables 1−3 and exemplify the LIPID11 phospholipid nomenclature described in the text. Similar
drawings of the other residues are found in the Supporting Information. The naming convention was developed with IUPAC recommendations in
mind. Left: The headgroup residue PS for assembly of phosphatidylserine lipids. Right: The tail residue OL built into a phospholipid will constitute
the aliphatic part of an oleoyl acyl chain. Note that the double bond hydrogens in LIPID11 follow the same naming convention as the rest of the acyl
chain hydrogens. Be aware that “headgroup residues” in this paper refer to modular components in the force ﬁeld and not to phospholipid head
groups in the traditional sense. The same is true for residue names, some of which are similar to commonly used abbreviations for phospholipid head
groups, e.g., PS, PI, PC, and PE.
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Table 4. Lipid Bilayer Molecular Dynamics Simulation Propertiesa
dioleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC)
palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (POPE)
palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC)

num. lipids

time (ns)

temp (K)

γ (dyn/cm/interface)

nw

expt. nw

128
128
128

100
100
100

300
310
300

10
26
17, 20

37.4
31.6
31.6

32.8b
13.5c
31.0b

a
Relevant simulation properties for each phospholipid bilayer system including the number of lipids, simulation time, temperature, surface tension
value, and number of waters. bExperimental value from Kučerka et al.77 cExperimental value from Rappolt et al.76

5. Preliminary Testing. The initial goal of the work
described here was to design a suﬃciently ﬂexible framework,
including a modular charge derivation scheme, compatible with
the Amber force ﬁelds and simulation software, enabling
simulation of lipids and lipid membranes in Amber with limited
eﬀort. Our ultimate goal is to develop a comprehensive
modular lipid force ﬁeld for Amber although this long-term
objective is beyond the scope of this paper. In the initial
iteration we used GAFF parameters, but with our RESPcompatible modular charge scheme. Previous lipid simulations
using GAFF and constant pressure conditions have resulted in
the formation of incorrect gel phases without an applied surface
tension. We therefore implemented this functionality within
Amber 12 and utilize it here. Reﬁnement of the Lennard-Jones
and dihedral parameters to allow for simulations in the
tensionless NPT ensemble is currently underway and is
reported elsewhere31 and will be incorporated within our
lipid framework in the future.
To evaluate our framework, and in particular the modular
charge scheme, in the context of using GAFF lipid parameters,
we ran a number of simulations of phospolipid bilayers
including DOPC (dioleoyl-phosphatidylcholine), POPE (palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine), and POPC (palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine). Initial structures of POPC
and POPE were obtained from the Charmm GUI,63 and the
DOPC starting structure was the equilibrated bilayer from a
simulation study by Siu et al, accessible from the lipidbook Web
site.26,69 Structures were generated with TIP3P water/lipid
ratios (nw) corresponding to fully hydrated lipid bilayers (Table
4). The LIPID11 framework using GAFF parameters was used
for all simulations within the GPU accelerated version70 of the
Amber 12 MD software package.23
Simulations were run using an orthorhombic solvent box
with periodic boundary conditions. The temperature was
controlled with a Langevin thermostat71 using a coupling
constant of 1.0 ps−1. Production runs were conducted with the
NPγT ensemble with semiisotropic pressure coupling to an
external bath with a relaxation time of 1.0 ps. The SHAKE
algorithm72 constrained the covalent bonds involving hydrogen
atoms, allowing for a 2.0 fs time step. An 8.0 Å cutoﬀ truncated
the van der Waals interactions. Electrostatic interactions were
summed by the particle mesh Ewald method73,74 using a fourthorder B-spline interpolation, a grid spacing of 1 Å, and a direct
sum tolerance of 10−5.
Lipid bilayer structures were minimized for 10000 steps
without positional restraints. The structures were subsequently
heated from 0 to 100 K over 50 ps in the NVT ensemble and
then heated from 100 K to the production temperature over 1
ns in the NPT ensemble. The lipids were harmonically
restrained using a force constant of 10 kcal/mol Å2 during
both heating steps. The simulation temperature was chosen to
be higher than the lipid phase transition temperature in each
case so that the equilibrated structure should be in the liquid
crystalline state. Each system was simulated at multiple surface

chain (Figure 2, panel A). This is compatible with the Amber
xLEaP and tLEaP building tools since within the LIPID11
framework the two chains are considered to be in separate
residues.
Hydrogens are numbered using the last digit(s) in the name
of the heavy atom they belong to. If a hydrogen is bonded to
nitrogen or oxygen, the letter “N” or “O” is also included in its
atom name. The last letter of the name depends on whether the
hydrogen belongs to the headgroup (A, B, and C) or one of the
tail residues (R, S, and T). See Figure 3 and the Supporting
Information for the complete naming convention.
B. Inositol Ring. The carbon atoms of the inositol ring in
phosphatidylinositol are numbered according to the IUPAC
recommendations for cyclitol numbering.66 The carbon bonded
to the phosphate group is considered to be number one and is
therefore named C31. When the inositol ring is represented as
a chair conformation with C31 at the bottom left, the carbons
are numbered counter-clockwise from C31 to C36 (Supporting
Information Figure 1). Oxygens in the hydroxyl substituents
(O35 to O39) are also numbered in counter-clockwise fashion.
Otherwise, naming follows the same principle as in the other
headgroup residues.
C. Cholesterol. Cholesterol is a steroid. Consequently, the
atom names for the cholesterol carbons (C1 to C27) comply
with the IUPAC rules for numbering steroids (Supporting
Information, Figure 2).67 Hydrogens are given the number of
the carbon to which they are bonded. In addition, a last digit in
the atom name (1, 2 or 3) distinguishes the hydrogens bonded
to the same carbon atom. The hydroxyl oxygen and hydrogen
are named O1 and HO1, respectively.
4. LIPID11 PDB Coordinate File Format. A direct
consequence of the module-based approach is that a
phospholipid molecule in the LIPID11 framework is made up
of three residues (Figure 2, panel A). Head group and tail
residues are linked together by the LEaP program,23 based on
the information in a PDB ﬁle containing the simulation system.
The way in which the “linker atoms” are deﬁned impose a
certain top-to-bottom residue order for each phospholipid that
has to be complied with: sn-1 tail, headgroup, sn-2 tail, followed
by a TER card. If, in addition, every phospholipid has a unique
residue number and follows the LIPID11 naming convention
for residues (Table 3), atom types (Tables 1 and 2), and atoms
(Figures 2 and 3 and the Supporting Information), LEaP will be
able to build the lipid bilayer and make topology and
coordinate ﬁles of the system. A speciﬁc number for each
residue is not required in the PDB ﬁle, as the program will
assign a new residue number whenever a change in residue
name is encountered.
One accessible option for building lipid membrane PDB
structures is the Charmm GUI.63,68 We have developed a script,
available with AmberTools 12.0, called charmmlipid2amber.x
that automatically converts a membrane PDB built with the
Charmm Membrane Builder to LIPID11 format.
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Figure 4. Area per lipid versus simulation time for lipid bilayer. All surface tension values are reported as dyn/cm per layer (abbreviated “dyn” in the
legends). NPT indicates no surface tension. (a) DOPC area per lipid. For experimental value see Kučerka et al.69 (b) POPE area per lipid. For
experimental value see Rappolt et al.76 (c) POPC area per lipid. For experimental values see Kučerka et al70 and Kučerka et al.77

A. Area per Lipid. Area per lipid is a measurement that can
be inferred from experiments as well as calculated from MD
trajectories. The area per lipid was calculated by dividing the x−
y cross-sectional area of the orthorhombic periodic cell (i.e., the
lateral area of the bilayer) by the number of lipids per
monolayer.
B. Electron Density Proﬁles and Membrane Thickness.
Electron density proﬁles of lipid membranes visualize the
structure of the membrane along the axis normal to the bilayer.
Electron density proﬁles were computed by dividing the z
dimension of the system into equally sized slices of 0.1 Å and
calculating the number of atoms per slice weighted by the
partial electronic charge of each atom. The proﬁle was averaged
over the time frame of analysis and normalized to a unit cube
by dividing by the average cross-sectional area. Experimental
electron density proﬁles may be derived using X-ray
scattering.75,76 Experimental results are comparable to the
electron density proﬁles calculated from MD trajectories.
Furthermore, it is possible to calculate bilayer thickness by

tensions in order to determine the tension required to obtain
areas per lipid in agreement with experiment. This information
provides a guide for the next stage of this work which is to
reﬁne the parameters within our framework such that the
restraint of the surface tension is not required. An overview of
conditions for the phospholipid bilayer simulations including
number of lipids, ﬁnal simulation time, temperature, surface
tension, water:lipid ratio (nw) and the experimentally derived
water:lipid ratio is provided in Table 4.
6. Analysis of Preliminary Simulations. Structural
properties of the lipid bilayers were derived from the
equilibrated portion of the relevant trajectories. In order to
calculate electron density proﬁles and deuterium order
parameters the MD trajectories were analyzed with modiﬁcations to the ptraj program written by Hannes Loeﬄer, as an
expansion of the AmberTools software package.23 Quantitative
comparisons were made between the MD simulations with
LIPID11 and experimental measurements of lipid bilayer
structural properties.
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per lipid. This allows the LIPID11 framework to be used for
initial lipid bilayer simulations while we continue our work to
reﬁne the underlying GAFF parameters themselves to avoid the
need for inclusion of a constant surface tension term. The
change in the area per lipid over time for each simulation is
presented in the three panels of Figure 4. Simulations were
halted if the deviation from the experimental area was large.
The trajectory closest to the experimental value for each bilayer
(solid black lines and additional blue line for POPC) was
extended to 100 ns and subsequently analyzed to obtain
electron density proﬁles (Figure 5) and acyl chain deuterium
order parameters (Figure 6). To allow for suﬃcient
equilibration, only the last 40 ns were used for analysis and
comparisons with experiment. Table 5 reports the average areas

measuring the distance between the maxima of the electron
density proﬁles, often denoted DHH.
C. Deuterium order parameters. An important property of
lipid bilayer structure is the inherent disorder in the acyl chains,
which can be measured through 2H NMR or 1H−13C NMR
experiments.77−80 Speciﬁcally, deuterium order parameters
(SCD) of the acyl chains are commonly used to quantify the
degree of order in the hydrophobic interior of lipid membranes.
From the MD trajectories, the ensemble (and time) averaged
order parameters were calculated using θ, which refers to the
angle between the C−H vector of an acyl chain carbon atom
and the bilayer normal
SCD =

1
⟨3cos2 θ − 1⟩
2

The higher the SCD values, the higher the degree of order and
the more rigid, stretched out and less ﬂexible the acyl chains
are. Low values imply that the hydrocarbon chains are
disordered and ﬂexible, as is the case in ﬂuid phase bilayers.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Preliminary Charge Derivations. Panel A in Figure 1
shows a graphical representation with atom naming of the four
phospholipids applied in the preliminary charge derivations,
namely DPPC, POPC, DPPS, and POPS. Note that the
nomenclature in the sn-2 hydrocarbon chains (the R2
substituents) diﬀers from the standard deﬁned within the
LIPID11 framework, where both tail residues have sn-1
naming. Presented in tabular form, and denoted by Δq, are
diﬀerences in calculated charges between pairs of phospholipids
for the atoms in the headgroup alcohol and phosphate (panel
B), the glycerol group and ester linkages (panel C) and the sn-1
and sn-2 aliphatic tails (panels E and D, respectively).
Charge calculations on the four phospholipids depicted in
Figure 1 were performed in order to rationalize the modulebased approach. Changing the sn-2 substituent from a saturated
to an unsaturated chain had minimal eﬀect on the charge
densities in both phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylcholine and
the glycerol group (panels B and C). It is shown in panel E that
the sn-2 tail substitution and the change of headgroup both led
to negligible charge diﬀerences in the sn-1 hydrocarbon chain.
Also, the switch between headgroup alcohols aﬀected the
charges in the aliphatic portion of the sn-2 fatty acids only to a
minor degree, as shown in panel D. However, more
pronounced diﬀerences were observed in the glycerol group
and in one of the ester linkages (panel C), most notably for
atoms C1, O11, C11, and C2, upon going from the zwitterionic
to the anionic headgroup. Diﬀerences in calculated point
charges greater than 0.05 are highlighted in the tables. It is clear
that only these four atoms show marked changes upon
interchanging head groups and/or sn-2 tails. The implication
of this is that a module based charge scheme is feasible
provided that the glycerol group and the ester linkages are
considered part of the headgroup residues and that all
headgroup and tail residues are capped appropriately prior to
charge derivation.
2. Preliminary Simulations. To test that the modular
charge approach yields acceptable structural behavior within the
limitations of the underlying GAFF parameters, we performed
simulations of the three phospholipid bilayer systems listed in
Table 4. These were run under a range of diﬀerent surface
tensions in order to ﬁnd interim values that can be used to
satisfactorily reproduce the experimentally determined areas

Figure 5. Electron density proﬁle for lipid bilayer. Distance from
bilayer center is along the axis normal to the bilayer surface. All surface
tension values are reported as dyn/cm per layer (abbreviated “dyn” in
the legends). (a) DOPC electron density proﬁle. For experimental
density proﬁle see Kučerka et al.69 (b) POPE electron density proﬁle.
(c) POPC electron density proﬁles for 17 and 20 dyn/cm per layer.
For experimental density proﬁle see Kučerka et al.70 Bilayer thickness
(DHH) values are obtained from the peak to peak distance in the
electron density proﬁle.
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Figure 4, panel A), close to the recent experimental value of
67.4 ± 1.0 Å2.75 Figure 5, panel A shows that the electron
density proﬁle for DOPC is in reasonable agreement with
experiment, and consequently the bilayer thickness (DHH) is
also in agreement (Table 5). The experimental area per lipid,
electron density proﬁle and thickness were all derived from the
simultaneous analysis of X-ray and neutron scattering data (the
SDP model) recorded at 303 K.75 Deuterium order parameters
for the sn-2 oleoyl acyl chain of DOPC (Figure 6, panel A)
show reasonable agreement with the proﬁle obtained from
1
H−13C solid-state NMR.80
The overestimations observed in the order parameters
(Figure 6, panel A) for carbon number 2 and for the carbons
closest to the terminal methyl group might, at least in part, be
accounted for by the temperature diﬀerence. With the
experiment run at 310 K and the simulation at 300 K, one
would expect a higher degree of disorder in the experiment
relative to simulation. Although similar diﬀerences have been
observed in simulations that utilized the GAFF parameters
previously.26 The characteristic dip related to the double bond
is reproduced in the middle part of both acyl chains. However,
it is located on carbon number 11 of the sn-1 palmitoyl chain as
opposed to carbon 10, as in the sn-2 oleoyl chain and as
suggested experimentally77,80 The sn-1 and sn-2 chains have
similar proﬁles with the exception of diﬀerences for carbon
number 2, which has been documented experimentally.77,81 In
summary, our SCD proﬁles for DOPC are in agreement with
previously published results using GAFF and surface tension in
Gromacs.26 The DOPC system from the same publication was
used in a subsequent study of the interactions of the membrane
with alkali cations and halide anions.30 Our results appear
reasonable within the expected limitations of the GAFF force
ﬁeld and suggest that in this case the charge model is
acceptable. It is likely that with careful reparameterization of the
Lennard-Jones and dihedral terms our modular framework can
be improved to provide predictive results without requiring the
artiﬁcial constant surface tension term.
B. POPE Bilayer. To reproduce the experimental area per
lipid,82 the POPE lipid bilayer requires a large surface tension of
26 dyn/cm per monolayer (Figure 4, panel B). The need for
such a large surface tension is disconcerting. However, it is of
comparable magnitude to values that have been used in
previous work with lipid bilayers using GAFF.25,26 To our
knowledge, there exists no absolute experimental electron
density proﬁle for POPE. Even so, the proﬁle from the
simulation (Figure 5, panel B) compares favorably to a relative
density proﬁle82 in terms of shape and separation between the
phosphate maxima, which subsequently gives a reasonable
bilayer thickness in Table 5. Order parameters for the sn-2
oleoyl chain (Figure 6, panel B) are in agreement with 2H
NMR spectroscopy data at 303 K,78 as are the sn-1 order

Figure 6. Deuterium order parameters for the sn-1 and sn-2 chains of
phospholipids. Surface tension values are reported as dyn/cm per layer
(abbreviated “dyn” in the legends). (a) DOPC order parameters. For
experimental sn-2 parameters see Warchawski et al.74 (b) POPE order
parameters. For experimental sn-1 order parameters see Laﬂeur et al.73
For experimental sn-2 parameters see Perly et al.72 (c) POPC order
parameters. For experimental sn-1 order parameters, see Seelig et al.71
For experimental sn-2 order parameters see Seelig et al71 and Perly et
al.72

per lipid, membrane thicknesses (DHH) calculated as the
distance between the phosphate peaks of the electron density
proﬁles in Figure 5, as well as the accompanying experimental
data.
A. DOPC Bilayer. The DOPC bilayer, when simulated with
an applied surface tension of 10 dyn/cm per monolayer,
converges to an area per lipid of 69.95 ± 0.75 Å2 (Table 5 and

Table 5. Lipid Bilayer Molecular Dynamics Area per Lipid and Thicknessa
DOPC
LIPID11
experimental

POPE

POPC

APL (Å )

DHH (Å)

APL (Å )

DHH (Å)

γ (dyn/cm/interface)

69.95 ± 0.75

36.8

62.24 ± 1.18

37.9

17
20

67.4 ± 1.0b

36.7b

61.0c

39.0c

2

2

APL (Å2)

DHH (Å)

±
±
±
±

37.4
35.1
36.5d
37.0e

64.03
68.54
64.3
68.3

1.16
0.84
1.3d
1.5e

a

Area per lipid and thickness of the equilibrated lipid bilayer molecular dynamics structure and comparable experimental values. bExperimental value
from Kučerka et al.69 cExperimental value from Rappolt et al.76 dExperimental value from Kučerka et al.70 eExperimental value from Kučerka et al.77
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parameters in the beginning and end of the palmitoyl chain.79
Most of the sn-1 SCD values are higher than the experimental
data, which is further elaborated upon in the discussion of
POPC below.
C. POPC Bilayer. POPC gives an area per lipid close to
experiment76 with an applied surface tension of 17 dyn/cm per
monolayer (Table 5 and Figure 4, panel C). The same surface
tension results in electron densities that are in agreement with
the experimental density proﬁle (Figure 5, panel C).76 The
bilayer thickness (DHH) is also close to the thickness derived
from experiment (Table 5). Nevertheless, the densities in the
middle of the membrane are elevated compared to the
experimental proﬁle. This should be viewed in conjunction
with the SCD proﬁles in Figure 6, panel C. While the order
parameters compare well to the experimental proﬁles at 30077
and 303 K78 in most parts of the sn-2 oleoyl chain, the carbons
along the sn-1 palmitoyl chain are highly ordered. It appears
that a preference for trans conﬁgurations along the sn-1 acyl
chains and accompanying rigidity to some degree allow a few of
the saturated chains from opposite leaﬂets to intercalate
between each other, resulting in increased densities in the
center of the bilayer as observed in Figure 5, panel C.
For POPC there are competing experimental values for the
area per lipid.76,83 We thus also considered deuterium order
parameters and electron density proﬁles from a second POPC
simulation at 20 dyn/cm per monolayer (Figure 4, panel C). It
can be seen from Figure 6, panel C that the deuterium order
parameters for the sn-1 palmitoyl carbons are considerably
lower in the 20 dyn/cm simulation than in the 17 dyn/cm case.
These results suggest that relatively small ﬂuctuations in surface
tension may have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the saturated palmitoyl
deuterium order parameters. This underscores the need for our
framework’s ﬂexibility to accommodate our long-term goal of a
complete reparameterization of the GAFF lipid parameters to
avoid the need for artiﬁcial surface tension.

subsequent revision of the LIPID11 framework will likely
remove the need for constant surface tension and, it is hoped,
substantially improve the ﬁdelity of lipid simulations based on
the Amber force ﬁeld.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a ﬂexible framework for the
MD simulation of lipids within the Amber software package.
The ﬁrst version of this framework, consisting of point charges
based on a modular approach to RESP charge derivation in
lipids coupled with GAFF atom parameters has been released as
part of Amber 12 and is shown here to perform reasonably well
for simulation of pure lipid bilayers assuming an appropriate
surface tension is applied. The atom typing, naming
convention, charge derivation and build procedure have been
designed to be as modular as reasonably possible while
remaining fully compatible with the traditional Amber
approach, including preserving cross compatibility with all
other Amber force ﬁelds. The LIPID11 framework is designed
around the concept of treating phospholipids in an analogous
way to protein residues. The simple approach to interchanging
tails and head groups along with a transferable charge
derivation scheme opens the door to the ultimate goal of
having a comprehensive lipid force ﬁeld for the simulation of
complex lipid mixtures.
The LIPID11 framework substantially improves the user
friendliness of the Amber software with regards to setting up
and running lipid MD simulations. At the same time ﬂexibility
has been included in order to allow for future optimization of
the underlying parameters. The initial choice of GAFF
parameters is not without issues. However, ongoing work is
showing success in the reﬁnement of such parameters,31 and a
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